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Introduction

Software is being developed for people and by people. So, it is not surprising that differences between the people developing software are reflected in how software is developed and what the resulting software looks like. Moreover, it is rare that any complex software product is created by working alone. Good teamwork is the requisite input for a great product: two heads are better than one, many hands make light work, teamwork makes the dream work and hundreds of other idioms hail the benefits of teamwork. However, looking around at scientific collaborations or at daily life, each one of us can easily recognise that not every group of people can successfully work together. In fact, when managing the development of OS/360 in the 1960s, Fred Brooks observed that merely adding more programmers to a project falling behind schedule delayed the project even further. He described these experiences in his book ‘The Mythical Man-Month’, published in 1975, which is broadly hailed as one of the most important books in software engineering.

Fast forward to 2022, almost 50 years after ‘The Mythical Man-Month’. Software has become even more present than in 1975. Indeed, just like oxygen is an invisible but essential element for all lifeforms, software is an essential yet invisible driving force of the present world: there’s virtually no aspect of society that is not facilitated or mediated by software and every company is in fact a software company.¹ Not only did software change; the ways in which it is being developed have also changed. While Brooks was referring to developers depending on their colleagues to jointly create a large programming system, developers today depend on software created by people on the other side of the globe, across continents and timezones, paid programmers and volunteers alike. Finally, society has changed: there is more attention to such topics as equality, discrimination and safety, implying new standards of acceptable behavior. As software influences society and is influenced by it, we need to create better software to create a better society and we need to create a better software world to create better software. I am using the word ‘world’ here in a very broad sense to encompass groups of different sizes and scales, companies and open-source communities involving professional developers and people developing software who do not see themselves as developers, such as research engineers or accountants working with Excel.

¹ Paraphrased from the European Software Manifesto.
So, how do we create a better software world?
By making it more inclusive.

So what is inclusion? Inclusion refers to an individual’s perception that their unique contribution to the organization or project is appreciated and that their full participation is encouraged. From the management literature, we know that inclusion involves satisfying two complementary needs: uniqueness and belonging. On the one hand, a sense of belonging is important, but contributors that have to give up part of their unique experiences in order to belong do not really experience inclusion. For example, when we have interviewed LGBTIQ+ software developers, many of them have stressed the importance of bringing their whole selves to work, i.e., being able to belong without sacrificing their gender identity or sexual orientation. Similarly, older developers are being encouraged to “blend in” with the younger crowd, attempting to find this sense of belonging by updating their CVs, choice of dress and hairstyle or performing plastic surgery. On the other hand, recognition of someone’s uniqueness without ensuring that people feel that they belong is not enough for inclusion. For example, we observed older developers working at places where most of their coworkers are much younger; they sometimes feel out of place in social situations but are valued in more technical ones.

So, the first question we need to address is understanding how software development is experienced by individuals from minoritized groups as opposed to those from the dominant group.
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In our previous work, we have observed that men engage for longer on Stack Overflow and are similarly more likely to stay around for longer on GitHub. At the same time, multiple studies report a lack of statistically significant gender differences between men and women in terms of e.g., the ability to learn new features when debugging or individual productivity in OSS projects. In our previous work, we have observed that the duration of engagement for women and men is comparable for mailing list-based Drupal and WordPress.

Much less attention has been paid to studying the experiences of software developers from other minority groups. Topics related to national culture have been studied in the context of pull request submission and code reviews: GitHub contributors from countries with low human development indexes face more rejections than other contributors from countries with high human development indexes, while contributors from Switzerland are more than two times as likely to see their pull requests being accepted than their peers from China. Older developers are often stereotyped as more rigid and unfamiliar with the most recent technological advances, even though there is not a strong correlation between age and technical knowledge in specific knowledge areas. Neurodiverse developers have reported that team meetings and job interviews cause stress, as does interpreting communication through the multitude of channels that developers use. In fact, many neurodiverse developers do not disclose their diagnosis despite their desire for some form of accommodation. Finally, developers with visual disabilities have often reported struggling with inadequate tool support, such as screen readers.

It is well known, however, that different diversity aspects do not operate in isolation. In fact, Kimberlé Crenshaw introduced the concept of intersectionality, arguing that diversity aspects are not mutually exclusive but intersecting, implying that one should be acutely aware of different challenges experienced by people at the intersection of multiple diversity aspects. For example, the experiences of Black women differ from those of Black men and of non-Black women: for example, “a smaller percentage of Black women reported being introduced to CS by a family member or a friend (17% and 3%, respectively) than was the case for non-Black women (24% and 10%, respectively) and Black men (21% and 9%, respectively).” Moreover, Black women do not necessarily know whether their negative experiences should be attributed to their gender or their race. In a recently completed master’s thesis, similar observations have been made for older women, who are sometimes unsure of whether the negative experiences were because of their gender or their age. An early study of transgender women who develop software has identified three important themes, namely control of identity disclosure, ability to obtain economically stable work and autonomy to disengage - all of these have been enabled by voluntary remote work, but it is not known to what extent these themes are recognised by cisgender women and transgender individuals of other genders.
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WHAT DO WE NEED TO UNDERSTAND IN THE COMING YEARS?

This calls for a concerted effort to reach out to different groups of developers. We should be aware that demographic differences influence differences in experiences and we should no longer assume that the opinions of young, Caucasian, US-based, abled, straight men from the middle class can be generalized to other developers.

Indeed, according to the Evans Corporation, India is expected to overtake the US as the largest developer population center by 2024, with Latin America experiencing the second strongest growth. This means, at the very least, that interview and survey-based studies claiming some form of global insight into software engineering phenomena should not be limited to English and should consider, for example, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese and Japanese. Unfortunately, with the notable exception of the ‘Pandemic Programming’ study, multilingual surveys are not common. Furthermore, it is not uncommon to equate the geographic location of the place of work with the national culture, failing to take into account phenomena related to migration, multiculturality and colonialism. This calls for a more careful reflection on the country and nationality-related data that we collect and use when studying diversity and inclusion in the software engineering context.

We also need to expand the scope of our studies to people developing software who do not necessarily consider themselves software developers. First of all, there are people developing software in a very different context, e.g., computational scientists or kids learning how to program. They do not necessarily consider themselves software developers and indeed do not necessarily have the same goals. For example, computational scientists are more likely to be interested in the results of the computation than in the source code that has been created to perform the computation and may completely overlook the software engineering aspects we tend to take for granted, such as testing, documentation and version control. In fact, I recently talked to a colleague from a different department and discovered that the entire research group uses a software system for their work but every single person has a slightly different version of it. New students “inherit” a version from their predecessors and extend it in their own ways. Ultimately, the landscape of currently available versions is highly complex - nobody is even sure where all of the versions are, let alone how they are related to each other! Another colleague has tried to organize pizza parties and documentation hackathons to no avail: PhD students feel the pain of working with undocumented code and do not feel eager to document it themselves. Another very different group of people developing software but not considering themselves software engineers are individuals without formal college or university training. In fact, there are two engineering titles in the Netherlands: ‘ir.’ for engineers trained at universities of technology and ‘ing.’ for engineers trained at universities of applied sciences. This kind of separation of different kinds of developers is not limited to the Netherlands. Recently, I interviewed a US-based developer who indicated that they only had bootcamp training and that their university-trained peers repeatedly made a point that they do not deserve the title of an engineer.

FROM UNDERSTANDING TO SUPPORT

Understanding the experiences and needs of developers from minoritized groups is, of course, the first step towards providing better support, either through better software engineering tools or through better software engineering processes. For example, based on a series of well-chosen studies from psychology, Margaret Burnett and Anita Sarma have created GenderMag, a process enabling software practitioners to find gender-inclusivity ‘bugs’ in their software, i.e., aspects that might hinder the use of the software by people of specific genders. What is important is that GenderMag does not stereotype people by claiming that “all women behave like this” or “all men behave like that” but identifies gender-related differences with respect to five facets: motivations to use software, information processing styles, computer self-efficacy, attitudes toward risk, and style of learning new technologies. For example, while about 2/3 of men and 1/3 of women were motivated by exploring next-generation technology, more than 40% of women and merely 10% of men did not enjoy exploring next-generation technology. Based on these facets, GenderMag has created several personas, such as Abi and Tim. Abi embodies facets that are more common among women and Tim among men. So, Abi does not enjoy exploring next-generation technology while Tim does. By putting themselves in Abi’s shoes, developers can imagine how people sharing Abi’s facets will interact with their software and find bugs. GenderMag has been successfully applied in many companies and for different kinds of software, from
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educational software to conference websites. Building on GenderMag and the meta-approach known as InclusiveMag\textsuperscript{25}, we need to create similar approaches supporting other diversity aspects, whether this is age, socio-economic background, ethnicity or sexual orientation.

In addition to tools, developers might be supported through better software development processes, such as mentoring. Mentoring is a process in which a more experienced or more knowledgeable person (a mentor) helps to guide a less experienced or less knowledgeable person (a mentee). Workplace mentoring is commonly associated with benefits for both the mentees, e.g., career satisfaction, and the mentors, e.g., organizational power.\textsuperscript{26} However, different individuals might have very different needs related to mentoring. For example, LGBTIQ+ are often specifically looking for other LGBTIQ+ for mentorship,\textsuperscript{27} but non-‘out’ mentees might be reluctant to be mentored by ‘out’ mentors, fearing being seen as LGBTIQ+. Moreover, while LGBTIQ+ mentees with LGBTIQ+ mentors reported more job satisfaction, involvement and psychosocial support than those with heterosexual mentors, those with heterosexual mentors received more promotions.\textsuperscript{28} From their side, mentors might experience unwelcomeness or hostility\textsuperscript{29} and keep their sexual orientations private.\textsuperscript{30} While these observations are likely to hold for any domain, the climate in the engineering disciplines is especially problematic for LGBTIQ+\textsuperscript{31} due to heteronormative cultural norms that are common in engineering disciplines\textsuperscript{32} and the limited attention to engineering from the broader LGBTIQ+ community.\textsuperscript{33} Compared to other engineering disciplines, computer science is seen as less LGBTIQ+-friendly than e.g., biological and chemical engineering but more friendly than e.g., mechanical engineering.\textsuperscript{34}

Hence, we need to design mentoring approaches geared towards software developers from minoritized groups such as LGBTIQ+.

Summarizing our research view in the area of human aspects of software engineering, we need to gain a more profound understanding of the experiences and needs of people from the understudied groups who create software and should design technological and organizational solutions that support their work and match their needs.

However, as explained at the beginning, software developers often work in teams. Hence, we consider the collaborative aspects of software engineering in the complementary lines of work.
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Collaborative aspects of software engineering

Team collaboration has many facets and software teams are no exception. In this section, we focus on the following separate but interrelated elements addressing the following questions: how are software engineering teams composed? How do they emerge? How do team members communicate and collaborate? How can this collaboration be facilitated or hindered by automatic tools such as continuous integration solutions or bots? And finally, how do different team compositions and ways of collaboration affect the software systems that the teams produce and how are they affected by them? From the inclusion perspective, the first question is related to diversity, i.e., how the team is composed in terms of such attributes as gender, age, ethnicity, nationality or sexual orientation. The second question is related to inclusion, as the sense of belonging and recognition of uniqueness both manifest themselves through communication. The third question is related to the hybrid nature of modern software teams: while software developers have been using tools such as compilers and IDEs for ages, developers nowadays no longer merely use tools but collaborate with them as equal partners in the software development process: GitHub CoPilot\(^{35}\) generates source code based on natural language descriptions, SAPFIX fixes bugs,\(^{36}\) and Dependabot updates dependencies\(^{37}\): all of these tasks were manually performed by developers in the past. Finally, the last question embeds teamwork in the socio-technical context by explicitly referring to the systems that developers are working on.

DIVERSITY IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TEAMS

Similarly to studies of individual developers, diversity in software teams has been mostly considered through the gender lens. Studies highlight that gender-diverse teams perform better\(^{38}\) and are more productive,\(^{39}\) more effective and more coordinated\(^{40}\) than non-gender-diverse ones. Moreover, as women tend to take mediating roles,\(^{41}\) software development teams are less likely to develop sub-optimal communication patterns known as community smells in the presence of women.\(^{42}\) At the same time, nationality diversity has a negative impact on community engagement\(^{43}\) and quality of work.\(^{44}\) Similarly, studies of cultural diversity suggest that high cultural diversity negatively affects team communication\(^{45}\) and that, in particular, forming sustainable software development teams might be more challenging in cultures with high levels of inequality in the hierarchical structure of software development organizations.\(^{46}\) These results might appear independent but in practice they are not: as the percentage of women in computing broadly differs among countries, many gender-diverse teams in countries with a low percentage of women in computing involve female immigrants. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this might be the case in e.g., the Netherlands. In India, gender interacts with age/family status as Indian familial norms pressure women into computing as a field and, at the same time, encourage them to leave this upon marriage, implying that gender-diverse teams are more likely to be age-diverse as well.\(^{47}\)
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The aforementioned interactions between different diversity aspects call for follow-up studies taking an intersectional perspective. As a first step in this direction, our recent study of community smells in open-source projects has included variables related to gender diversity, diversity of national cultures and geographic distances. The results were surprising as the addition of variables related to national culture and geographic distances rendered some of the gender-related variables no longer statistically significant, while some of those related to the national culture remained so. While this was an early study and definitely needs to be replicated with different data, it highlights the importance of including variables related to different diversity aspects when performing statistical modeling of software engineering phenomena. Moreover, following the intersectional perspective, interactions between those variables should be explicitly taken into account, similarly to our previous study on gender and social capital. We have found evidence that the attachment of women to open teams with regard to diversity of information (which is known to be associated with weak ties and hence the bridging social capital) increases their chance of prolonged engagement; diversity of information interacts with gender.

COMMUNICATION IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TEAMS

Understanding communication in software engineering teams is essential for community managers and project leaders to gauge the atmosphere within their projects and communities. Moreover, developers themselves can use the insights in the communication to decide whether they would like to join the community or continue contributing to it.

The aforementioned community smells are one of the examples of suboptimal communication patterns within software teams. Community smells focus on the structural aspects of communication, i.e., who is talking to whom. For example, the Organizational Silo community smell refers to the presence of siloed areas of the community that do not communicate except through one or two of their respective members. However, community smells do not necessarily capture how developers communicate with each other. Moreover, while some smells are defined in reference to the tone of the conversation, e.g., the Lone Wolf smell that arises “when the development community presents unsanctioned or defiant contributors who carry out their work with little consideration of their peers, their decisions and communication,” the tools proposed by the community to detect code smells are not capable of taking the tone into account.

Conversation tone is related to sentiment and emotion expressed in communication between software developers. The detection of sentiment and emotion in such a context is a challenging task; general purpose texts perform poorly on software engineering texts and sentiment analysis tools designed and trained for software engineering data from one platform (e.g., Stack Overflow) underperform when applied to a different software engineering platform (e.g., Jira or GitHub issue comments). However, the presence of multiple sentiment analysis tools targeting the software engineering domain (Senti4SD, SentiStrength-5) makes it possible to detect the tone in context.
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SE\textsuperscript{57}, SentiCR,\textsuperscript{58} SentiSW,\textsuperscript{59} SentiSE,\textsuperscript{60} SEntiMoji,\textsuperscript{61} and SESSION\textsuperscript{62}) and a recent systematic literature review\textsuperscript{63} discussing the strengths and weaknesses of these tools (as well as concerns or limitations that SE researchers might need to take into account when applying or customizing these tools) have opened up the possibility for the integration of sentiment-related concerns when detecting suboptimal communication patterns.

Furthermore, even in the absence of suboptimal communication patterns, conversations in software engineering teams or on software engineering platforms might turn toxic.\textsuperscript{64} Toxicity is defined as “rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable language that is likely to make someone leave a discussion.”\textsuperscript{65} By definition, toxic behavior is an example of exclusionary behavior. Toxicity is related to negative sentiment and emotions such as anger and disgust but, at the same time, it is different to them e.g., “colors are horrible for […], just look at this shit” is both toxic and expresses negative sentiment, while the arrogant “Never heard about [standard]? A baseline for developers. Use Google” is undoubtedly toxic but not express sentiment (both examples are due to Miller et al.\textsuperscript{66}). Toxic communication between developers has been observed on such platforms as GitHub Issues,\textsuperscript{67} GitHub Actions,\textsuperscript{68} Gitter, Slack and Stack Overflow.\textsuperscript{69} It has been hypothesized that toxic environments might burn out open-source developers.\textsuperscript{70} Moreover, practitioners recognise the importance of detecting toxicity and creating bots that can respond to toxic language on GitHub; these include, for example, the sentiment-bot\textsuperscript{71} or the safe-space bot.\textsuperscript{72} Unfortunately, the effectiveness of these bots is not clear due to the ability of developers to circumvent the automatic detection of undesirable behavior and subjective and culturally-dependent notions of toxicity. For example, the extent to which proficiency is actually toxic is controversial. Linus Torvalds has often argued that his use of expletives is part of his leadership style, referring to “management by perkele” as a cultural phenomenon in Finland. Moreover, Baruch and Jenkins have identified the relevance, and even the importance, of using non-conventional and sometimes uncivil language in the workplace.\textsuperscript{73} This calls for more toxicity detection mechanisms that are capable of taking into account the project culture, e.g., project governance styles.\textsuperscript{74}

Whether toxic or not, communication in software development teams might involve conflicts. Moreover, when conflicts emerge in online communities such as remote teams or open-source software projects, they usually result in a bigger mess compared to offline situations because people demonstrate more disinhibited behavior online, resulting in quickly escalating conflicts.\textsuperscript{75} Not surprisingly, several studies have reported conflicts in open-source communities such as GNU Enterprise,\textsuperscript{76} Netbeams,\textsuperscript{77} Linux, Apache and Debian.\textsuperscript{78} Moreover,
two previous approaches proposed to detect toxicity\textsuperscript{79} and pushback\textsuperscript{80} have recently been successfully applied to automatically detect interpersonal conflict.\textsuperscript{81} Going beyond the detection of conflict situations, we need to explore possible triggers for conflicts and identify successful mitigation and conflict handling strategies. Successful conflict handling is more likely when people are, for example, highly cognitively flexible, can achieve a balance between a focus on the self and on others, and can regulate their emotions.\textsuperscript{82} As cognitive flexibility can be trained,\textsuperscript{83} we need to design interventions equipping software developers with individualized behavioral strategies that they might consider using when handling conflicts.

Finally, in many projects and companies, communication within software development teams is expected to adhere to codes of conduct. Codes of conduct are common in OSS projects and particularly in influential GitHub projects.\textsuperscript{84} However, the application of a code of conduct is not trivial in practice: a controversial moderatory decision can cause a backlash\textsuperscript{85} and a normative discussion, i.e., on what kind of behavior is acceptable or not rather than on the handling of the individual case. Moreover, the validity and relevance of codes of conduct are undermined from two opposite directions. On the one hand, some projects have created mock codes of conduct welcoming conflict and disagreement\textsuperscript{86} or suggesting that adults do not even need codes of conduct in the first place.\textsuperscript{87} On the other hand, GitHub has made it extremely simple for projects to adopt codes of conduct, reducing the value of a code of conduct as a signal of inclusion. Ultimately, the simplicity of adopting codes of conduct might harm developers from minoritized groups. Hence, it is not clear whether codes of conduct succeed in creating the welcoming and inclusive environments that they aim for or rather contribute to further disenfranchising developers from minoritized groups.

In summary, we need to design ways to provide a more careful understanding of communication within software engineering teams. This understanding can benefit both community managers or project leaders and software developers themselves. The understanding should be supported by automatic tools as many projects are too big for a single person to keep an eye on.

### HUMANS, BOTS AND MORE

Developers have been using tools to develop software for a long time. The number, variety and popularity of automated software development techniques are constantly increasing: while in the past, automation was applied to facilitate such menial tasks as system building,\textsuperscript{88} recent years have seen automated tools take over non-trivial tasks such as analyzing programs,\textsuperscript{89} reporting and repairing bugs\textsuperscript{90}\textsuperscript{91} and team and task management.\textsuperscript{92} By now, one could argue that software developers no longer merely use automatic tools but collaborate with them as equal partners in the software development process. The impact of automation on communication between developers is not always easy to predict.\textsuperscript{93} For example, continuous integration tools for building systems and testing them reduce the amount of communication, saving up to one review
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comment per pull request. 94 While one comment per pull request does not look like much, one should remember that the average pull request for the set of projects that was analyzed had a mean number of three general comments and 1.5 review comments. Therefore, the reduction in the number of comments is, on average, quite substantial.

Moreover, more and more automation is being implemented by means of bots. Bots communicate directly with developers, asking them to sign agreements and update their dependencies or even detecting toxicity in their communication. Few studies have focused on what kind of bot behavior is seen as undesirable e.g., that bots should not produce too many unnecessary or repetitive messages 95 and that their behavior should be congruent. 96 This calls for a more detailed investigation into what kind of interactions with bots would be acceptable or unacceptable for developers. We expect that bot behavior which is acceptable for one developer is not necessarily acceptable for another developer. Indeed, different developers have already different expectations when it comes to what kind of automation deserves to be called a bot: while some of them expect bots to be autonomous, others expect bots to communicate through a chat-like interface and yet others expect bots to be ‘smart’, i.e., able to perform non-trivial tasks. 97 Specifically, we would like to understand the expectations and experiences of developers from minoritized groups as chatbots might reproduce and exaggerate the behavior of developers from the majority group and hence produce a hostile and exclusive climate.

Furthermore, early results show that if bot behavior triggers an emotional response from developers, developers use the laughter emoji to indicate that the bot behavior is inappropriate. 98 This line of research should be extended as emotional responses are not limited to emojis. We also need to understand whether interactions with bots are likely to trigger negative emotions and problematic behavior, e.g., verbal abuse towards the bot. The latter issue is important as more human-like bot personas might make bots more acceptable for developers but, at the same time, are also more likely to trigger verbal abuse. 99

Finally, given the previous discussion of communication in software engineering teams, more research is needed to understand how bots can better support the detection of community smells, inappropriate or toxic behavior or violations of codes of conduct.

**HOW DO TEAM COMPOSITIONS AND WAYS OF COLLABORATION AFFECT THE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS THAT TEAMS PRODUCE AND HOW ARE THEY AFFECTED BY THEM?**

We have already mentioned that previous research has shown that gender-diverse teams perform better 100 and are more productive, 101 more effective and more coordinated 102 than non-gender-diverse ones and are less likely to exhibit community smells. 103 Palomba et al. have also related community smells to code smells, i.e., the suboptimal organization of communication to the suboptimal organization of the source code. 104 However, code smells are not the only code quality aspects that have been studied in the software evolution literature: further source code variables should be considered to obtain more refined insights into the relation between diversity and inclusion variables, variables of software processes (such as productivity or communication) and variables of source code. In our previous work, we have investigated variables related to readability 105 and

FROM UNDERSTANDING TO SUPPORT

Similarly to the discussion of the human aspects of software engineering, the ultimate goal of our research on collaborative aspects is to move from understanding to support, i.e., to translate our insights obtained to guidelines or tools for projects interested in creating, maintaining or improving collaboration within their communities.

In this context, I would like to mention two very different projects that have recently been started, offering us an opportunity to bring our insights to practice. Together with Anita Sarma and her team from Oregon State University, we are working on creating a dashboard for the project management committees of several projects operating under the aegis of the Apache Software Foundation. The intention is to allow the project managers to get insights into the ways that their communities collaborate and communicate and pinpoint community smells, as well as issues and opportunities related to diversity and inclusion.

The second project is a collaboration with Maarten Hornikx. Maarten Hornikx is a professor of Acoustics in the Department of the Built Environment. In a recently granted project, Maarten’s team is going to develop software to implement advanced acoustic techniques, while we are going to use this project as a living lab: an opportunity to contribute to create an inclusive and sustainable software community.
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Challenges

Studying human and collaborative aspects is fraught with challenges.

First of all, social software engineering research makes extensive use of empirical methods and hence of empirical data. Social software engineering data comes in many different shapes and varies in quality. Indeed, software engineering data ranges from source code to natural language texts and from tutorial videos to biometric data. Even when one focuses solely on natural language texts, there is a wide variety of those texts: from source code comments reflecting SATD to questions on Stack Overflow platforms and from bugs reported on JIRA to code review comments on GitHub. As developers communicate differently on different platforms, e.g., express emotion differently on different platforms, tools designed for one of the platforms underperform when applied to data from another platform. Moreover, as developers tend to be active on multiple platforms at the same time, understanding their communication and collaboration patterns requires combining data from different sources. Such a combination brings with it technical, legal (e.g., due to the GDPR) and ethical (e.g., due to risks of deanonymization and outing) challenges. Legal and ethical challenges are particularly important when studying the experiences of minoritized groups as the diversity aspects identifying them, such as racial or ethnic origin or sexual orientation, are deemed to be sensitive in terms of the GDPR and involuntary disclosure can harm the individuals involved.

The second challenge is related to the adaptation of existing theories and techniques to the software engineering domain. While organizational psychology has provided many foundational theories that might be relevant to social software engineering, they have to be refined and operationalized to address the peculiarities of the software engineering domain, such as online work, male dominance in the field or the fact that modern software development transcends the boundaries of companies and countries.

The third challenge is related to the contextualisation of the findings. Context is often king in computing and differences between software engineering products, processes and individuals involved in the call for contextualization. We have mentioned several examples of such differences above, e.g., differences between research software engineering and traditional software engineering or differences between teams in high-reliability organizations such as NASA as opposed to regular software engineering teams. Such contextualisation can be obtained through qualitative analysis techniques like grounded theory building, ethnography and participatory action research. While those techniques have been applied in software engineering, their application is particularly challenging as they have been designed in a very different context (social sciences) and their application requires the researchers to bridge the conceptual gap between social sciences and software engineering.

Contextualisation is also related to the problem of transferring insights across different contexts: from the lab setting to the field and from open-source communities to closed-source context. We have recently confirmed the insights from the biometric study of emotions conducted in the lab through a follow-up study of industrial software developers in their workplace (field), but more such studies are needed.

The last group of challenges is related to integrating social software engineering in education. In adherence to the ideas of challenge-based learning, our bachelor’s students often work in teams. However, these teams are usually composed by students themselves, sometimes by teachers, and inclusion is not usually taken into account.
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into consideration. The only way for teachers to understand how the team is communicating and collaborating is through individual interviews and anonymous peer reviews. However, these methods are known to be subjective; moreover, women might feel less confident rating their peers than men, rendering their voices less heard. More careful ways of assessing team collaboration and communication can limit the impact of subjectivity and lack of confidence on the assessment results.

Conclusions

As software is omnipresent in our society and both influences it and is influenced by it, it is our societal and scientific responsibility to contribute to better software for a better society. For me, ‘better’ means ‘more inclusive’, ‘more welcoming’ and ‘fairer’ and the way that I believe one can create such software is by creating a more inclusive environment for software developers themselves. We need to understand the experiences of developers from minoritized groups and practices of collaboration and communication. Based on this understanding, we can design mechanisms to support individual developers and their teams.

I have spoken.
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